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INTRODUCTION 

For the coming school year (and beyond) we have three significant challenges to address. One, a global coronavirus 
health pandemic; two, a significant economic downturn and crisis; and three, significant social unrest derivative of 
legitimate and ongoing social injustice. The nature and magnitude of these challenges is unknown, although the impacts 
will be significant and lasting. This is an initial plan in response to the situation. President Eisenhower popularized the 
notion that plans (and planning documents) are useless and the process of planning is priceless (drafting & reviewing 
planning documents). We embrace this perspective and expect this plan to evolve substantially given the rapidly 
changing context and available information. At heart, our intent is to craft a special year, a one off school year, that 
responds to the various challenges and crisis and allows a path to return to “normal” in the future – although we 
recognize that the impact of the crisis may extend well beyond a year, the time horizon for this planning effort is for the 
2020-2021 school year. This plan could readily be stretched or compressed to respond to a changed timeline. 

Our Priorities 

We have identified the following priorities, in rough priority order, to guide our response to the crisis. This plan and our 
response should be bounded and limited to actions that support these priorities. 

● Long Term Health & Wellness of #1 students & #2 community 
● Mission: Survival of our ability to deliver the mission & core values in the long term 
● Institutional change to further incorporate anti-racism into school culture, curriculum, programs, and practices 
● Short-term health of our students and community 
● Meet the Needs: real people with real basic needs now (students, families, faculty, staff, etc.) 
● Mission: near term delivery of the mission & core values (on-campus, hybrid, or remote as needed) 
● Financial viability/solvency, especially the resources to allocate to needs (e.g. payroll, financial aid) 

 

Coronavirus and COVID-19 Illness Impacts 

● Long-Term Health of our students and community: need and demand that we rigorously identify threats and 
risks to the long-term health and wellness of community members and aggressively act to mitigate the risks 

● Short-Term Health of affected students & employees: need to minimize the odds of infection and respond to 
the inevitable infections of community members (isolation, care, transitioning home as needed) 

● Institutional and Community Responsibility to Society: need to participate in defined public health strategies 
to mitigate the pandemic on a local and regional scale. 

Civil Rights, Black Lives Matter, and Social Justice Issues 

● Significant (and important) protests and associated social unrest that may or may not have a direct or indirect 
impact on Midland. 

● Institutional and community responsibility to be responsive to societal needs to address injustice in substantive 
ways - both internally and externally. 
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Economic Impacts 

● Unemployment Rates & Family Income Impacts: Within the limits of our available resources, a need to support 
our families to weather a recession (depression!) 

● Market Volatility and/or Declining Savings and Capital: Understand that declining capital will impact tuition 
and advancement revenue (less affluence in our external community) and our internal available resources 
(declining endowment value and yields) 

● Increased expenses to address likely changes to comply with new practices and requirements (cleaning & health 
supplies, PPE, revised furniture and space usage costs) 

SCENARIOS | THE BIG PICTURE 

The range of possibilities is broad, especially so as uncertainty increases in novel circumstances without repetitive 
historical precedent from which to base predictions. Nonetheless, preparing for every eventuality is paralyzingly 
complex,  hence we need to make assumptions and guesses to identify the most likely scenarios to plan and prepare for. 
The Coronavirus pandemic is the dominant variable although resulting economic factors are still significant. 

Scenarios  Rapid and effective 
control: virus contained 

Effective response but 
(regional) virus resurgence: 
virus recurrence 

Broad failure of public- 
health interventions:  
pandemic escalation 

Midland assumed 
characteristics for 
planning and 
forecasting 

● More a normal year than 
not (w more handwashing) 

● Historic/normal controlling 
variables dominate 

● COVID-19 becomes a “bad 
flu season” to manage 

● Revenue Loss < 5% 
● Enrollment 20-21 = 80+ 
● +/- “on-budget” 

● COVID-19 pandemic 
ongoing in society 

● Nominally predictable writ 
large with medium impacts 

● Unemployment high but 
not extreme (for our 
community) 

● Revenue Loss <10% 
● Enrollment 20-21 = 80 
● Deficit budget 

● Pandemic worsens, periodic 
required closures 

● Unpredictable situation 
with significant impacts 

● Significant impacts on 
ability & willingness to pay 
tuition with attrition losses 

● Revenue Loss < 15% 
● Enrollment 20-21 = < 80 
● Significant deficit budget 

Midland’s 
assumed 
likelihood for 
planning (by 
month for trend 
tracking) 

April’20: High 
May’20: Medium 

June’20: Low 
July’20: Low 

Augist’20: tbd 

April’20: Medium 
May’20: High 
June’20: High 
July’20: High 
Augist’20: tbd 

April’20: Low 
May’20: Medium 

June’20:Low 
July’20:Medium 

Augist’20: tbd 
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WORKGROUPS 

The needed preparations and responsiveness required in the rapidly changing climate requires us to firmly delegate and 
clearly communicate a variety of tasks. Each group will plan and prepare for the range of possibilities reflected in the 
stated scenarios and align plans to various intensities of our response (especially for on-campus life and routine). The 
initial breakdown aligns with our existing administrative roles (+/-). Workgroup leaders are fully responsible and 
empowered to accomplish key tasks, and seek assistance and resources as needed to do so. 

Midland Crafting a Special Year Workgroups (work in progress and to be refined) 

● Health & Safety (Led by José Juan w/ Janet & consulting to/with Amy & Phil) 
○ Design and implement a process and system for a return to campus and ongoing community life 
○ Requirements to scheduling folks 

● Academics (Led by: Ellie w/ Dan) 
○ Design and implement a year of intellectual engagement and academic continuity for all students 

● Experiential & Co-Curricular (Led by: Dan w/ José Juan) 
○ Design and implement a year of co-curricular programming for all students 

● Advancement & Communications (Led by Charis w/ Shona) 
○ Systematize and sustain ongoing relationships, communication, & fundraising through crisis 

● Finance & Legal (Led by Amy w/ Christopher) 
○ Fiscal scenario planning and responsive allocation of monetary & human resources 

● Enrollment & Tuition Revenue Retention (Led by Cierra w/ Amy) 
○ Design & implement a plan to maximize retention of enrollment levels & NTR for next year & beyond 

● Facilities (Led by Amy w/ Phil) 
○ Address and implement changes to respond to identified needs, esp re Health & Safety 

● Special Projects & Task Force Assistance (Lynda) 
○ Assist above groups periodically as needed & complete one-off related projects and tasks (e.g. 

graduation) 
○ Active support of curriculum & program adjustments (temporary simplicity) re college admissions, UC 

a-g, etc. 

Workgroup Roles, Themes, and Reminders 

● “Led by” = responsible to see that the job(s)/task(s) are completed and completed well, it does not mean do it all 
or do it alone! 

● “w/ ….” = primary co-leader and someone who needs to be in the loop and actively participating (and share 
responsibility) 

● Judiciously seek out internal expert or informed opinions to test ideas, solutions, and plans 
● Resources are infinite if we can identify offsetting decreases (human and financial) and very limited if we can't 

offset 
● This is a lot of work… slow and steady wins the race, take time for R&R in the coming weeks, always be 

prioritizing 
● Joy & Fun matter - for us, for the students, and for our community’s experience of managing a crisis 
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ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES FOR MIDLAND IN CRAFTING A SPECIAL YEAR 

School Outside 

● Maximize the use of our assets and skills – utilize the natural world as our primary classroom space 
● Default classrooms are outside not inside & increase utilization of the outdoors for place & project-based 

learning 

Stick to the Basics 

● Hand washing & hygiene habits! 
● Physical Distancing: Alter the culture to empower and enforce increased physical distancing 
● Surveillance for Illness (TBD re temp check, testing, etc) 
● Minimize groups of people in confined or indoor spaces 
● Minimize shared use of facilities 

Simplify 

● Less will be more, collapse program and offerings to the essential core 
● Impossible to KNOW what will happen, plan for spare capacity to allocate to unknown issues/challenges 
● Assume new inefficiencies (e.g. increase time allocated to transition & preparation for activities) 
● Plan for periodic high levels of absenteeism (both student and faculty) 

Our Scale Is a Strength 

● Be Nimble – decide a bit later because we can pivot quickly 
● Greatly expand flexibility by expanding roles and responsibilities (team approaches to most tasks and duties) 

Maintain Decision Making Discipline 

● Utilize definitive & high-quality sources for data and recommendations (CDC, Public Health Departments, 
Associations) 

● People first 
● Long-term sustainability trumps short-term gain 
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PLANS FOR CAMPUS RE-OPENING & RE-STARTING ON-CAMPUS SCHOOL 

Re-opening & Re-forming Scenarios 

Criteria for Re-opening Campus 

● No known active/current and uncontained COVID-19 infections on campus 
● Disinfected public use spaces (chemically and/or 5-days non-use) 
● Not prohibited by local public health officials 
● After consultation with local public health officials 
● Local illness rate controlled and steady (primarily the Santa Ynez Valley area) 
● Screened returning students (no known recent infections and/or negative test results) 

Criteria for Closing Campus 

● Multiple COVID-19 Cases on Campus (e.g. an uncontrolled outbreak) 
● Public Health Requirements for School Closures 
● Uncontrolled and rapid illness growth rate locally in SantaYnez Valley 
● Overwhelmed medical care system regionally 

Pre-Return Screening & Testing Protocols 

● In place, communicated, and with some level of compliance checking 
● Resources provided to support individual decision making by students and families 

Arrival Process 

● Modified arrival and drop off to minimize risk of transmission on a transition day 
● Arrival screening for all regarding COVID-19 
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MITIGATING THE RISKS ON CAMPUS - OVERVIEW OF PROTOCOLS AND EXPECTATIONS 

Domain/Levels  Level I  
High Risk Mitigation 

Level II 
Surveillance & Management 

Level III 
Maintain Healthy Practices 

Trigger 
Levels 

Known/suspected COVID-19 
infection on Campus 

First Two weeks of Re-forming 
the community 

Significant increasing 
local/regional infection rate 
(weekly average?) 

Flat/Stable (not declining) 
infection rate locally & 
regionally (weekly average) 

2+ weeks since last KNOWN 
infection exposure risk 
on-campus 

Assumed new normal & 
minimum until pandemic 
passes and this plan is set aside 
&  assumes declining local 
infection rate (R0<1.0) &  no 
known recent (3+ weeks) 
infection on campus 

Community 
Health 

Surveillance 

Daily temperature checks for all 
Immediate quarantine any flu like 

symptoms until cleared 
Aggressive testing if/as available 

Daily temperature check for many 
Conservative response to 

Covid-like symptoms 
Surveillance testing if possible 

Continue hygiene, disinfecting 
and sanitizing practices 

 

Hand Washing 
Before & After meals 
Before & After restroom use 
Before & After any group activity  

Before & After Meals 
After restroom use 
As needed 

Before & After Meals 
After restroom use  
As needed 

Face Covering 

ALL EVERYWHERE including 
outdoors when in groups of 2 
or more. Exceptions: personal 
spaces (cabins, private office), 
outdoors with 10 ft spacing 

ALL when inside enclosed spaces 
ALL when within 6 feet of others 
Exceptions: personal spaces 

(cabins, private office) 

Required for anyone with cough 
or any covid-19  symptoms 
until cleared 

Strongly recommended for any at 
risk individuals 

Physical 
Distancing 

Maintain 6 feet distancing at all 
times as possible 

6 feet relative to all visitors and 
off-campus employees 

Physical distancing maximized 
between occupants of the space 
as possible and suitable 

Assembly 
Protocol  Meet outdoors only, large space  

Outdoors unless precluded (e.g. 
rain in December) 

Maximize spacing, Stillman 
porch area OK 

Outside Stillman maximizing 
distancing between one another 
minimize any indoor gatherings 

Dining  Services 
Serving staggered 
Outdoor food eating 
Staggered meal time 

Walk Thru Breakfast, staggered 
times 

Physically distant seating (in & 
mostly outside) 

Primarily outdoor lunch & diner 
No self-serve buffet lines 
Staggered meal time 

Physically distance seating 
Maximize outdoor meals  

Living Yards 

Daily resident sanitizing 
2+ windows 25% open or more at 

all times 
All Cabins closed to all visitors! 

(check-ins from the doorway w 
face covering only) 

Beds setup to maximize 

Daily resident sanitizing 
2+ windows 25% open or more at 

all times 
All Cabins closed to all visitors! 

(check-ins w face covering 
only) 

Beds setup to maximize 

Daily resident sanitizing 
Beds setup to maximize 

separation of heads when asleep 
(Roommates = family unit) 
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separation of heads when asleep 
(Roommates = family unit) 

separation of heads when asleep 
(Roommates = family unit) 
 
 

Academic Spaces  Primarily outdoor classes, inc use 
of Hay Barn, Lumberyard, etc. 

Limited #’s for indoor spaces w 
face coverings w/ increased 
ventilation 

Maximize distance between 
personas possible 

Provide good ventilation 

Public Bathrooms 
CLOSED - students  and faculty 

use respective bathrooms in 
living yards & home 

1 person at a time occupancy & 
maintain physical distancing, 
face covering required. 

Cleaning protocol pre/post use 
Increase ventilation 

Minimize number of occupants 
Cleaning protocol pre/post use 
 

Cleaning & 
Sanitization 

Additional & special daily campus 
wide surfaces and touch points 
disinfected + regular cleaning 
schedule 

PPE as needed for cleaning 

Daily cleaning, including  surface 
sanitation pre/post use 

Daily cleaning, including  surface 
sanitation 

Public & Shared 
Spaces 

Generally closed (e.g. library, 
commons, Stillman) - OK to 
enter to get something 

No sharing of items 

Generally open with occupancy 
limits and physical distancing 
enforced 

Assure ventilation 
No sharing of unsanitized items 

Minimize number of occupants 
in space at any one time 

Increase ventilation 

Study Spaces, esp. 
Status 

Common spaces closed 
Students study in cabins 

Study very spread out using 
cabins, classroom, and other 
spaces w/ physical distancing 

Maintain physical distancing as 
possible  in any one space 

Athletics & 
Activities 

No interscholastic competitions 
Individual gear/equipment 

assigned 
Equipment sanitizing  

TBD by sport 
Individual gear/equipment 

assigned 
Equipment sanitizing  

TBD by sport 

Transportation & 
Vehicle Use 

Group (2+) - NONE 
Medical/Special - Yes w/ PPE  Group (2+) - YES w/ PPE  Normal, but TBD re PPE 

Off-Campus 
Employees 

No Food Service available on 
campus (bring own food) 

Face Covering at all times 
Stay in primary work spaces 
Daily self screening and 

temperature check 
Work remote as possible/viable 

Seperate or carry-out food service 
for breakfast/lunches only 

Face Covering indoors 
Daily self screening and 

temperature check 
Stay home when symptomatic 

Appropriate social distancing 
from community 

Stay home when symptomatic 

Visitors & Guests 

Not Allowed (including parents) 
Exceptions rq: admin approval 

pre-arrival screening 
    short duration only 
    not inside buildings 

Minimized & discouraged 
Exceptions rq: FOD or admin 
approval pre-arrival screening 

    short duration only 
    not inside buildings 
Do not enter campus when 

symptomatic 

Limit visit to common areas and 
outdoors as possible 

Short duration 
Do not enter campus when 

symptomatic 
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Non-Employee 
Workers/Vendors 

Minimize 
Screening upon arrival 
Arrival hand washing 
Face Coverings Required 
Stay off- campus if symptomatic 

or if have had recent contact 
with persons known or 
suspected of having 
COVID-19. 

Screening upon arrival 
Arrival hand washing 
Face Coverings Required 
Stay off- campus if symptomatic 

or if have had recent contact 
with persons known or 
suspected of having 
COVID-19. 

 

Stay off- campus if symptomatic 
or if have had recent contact 
with persons known or 
suspected of having 
COVID-19. 

High or at-risk 
Individuals in our 

Community 
(TBD based on 
disease profile) 

Work remotely entirely or as 
much as possible 

Released from community 
activities (meals, assemblies) 

Evaluate feasibility of temporary 
responsibilities changes to allow 
remote 

Encourage working remotely to 
decrease exposure 

Maximize separation if 
on-campus 

100% face covering 

Maximize social distancing 
between community members 

Masks worn when unable to 
maintaining distancing of 6 feet 

Domain/Levels  Level I  
High Risk Mitigation 

Level II 
Surveillance & Management 

Level III 
Maintain Healthy Practices 
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KEY PERSONNEL & TEMPORARY SUCCESSION PLANS 

Chain of Command 

Board of Trustees (for emergent issues delegates to Executive Committee &/or Board Chair) 
Executive Committee (Ed Carpenter, Jim Dreyfuss, Michelle Howard & Christopher Barnes) 
Board Chair (Ed Carpenter) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Head of School (Christopher Barnes) 
Business Manager (Amy Grenier) 
Dean of Students (José Juan Ibarra) 
Dean of Academics (Ellie Moore) 
Dean of Experiential Learning (Dan Susman) 
Admin Team 
Faculty & Staff 
Non-Employee Adults on Campus 
Head Prefects 
Prefects 
Seniors 
Students 

Coverage by… for absent/sick/unavailable key personnel 

Role / Title  1st Alternate  2nd Alternate  3rd Alternate 

Head of School  Business Manager  Dean of Students  Admin team Member 

Business Manager  HoS w/ Bookkeeper  Admin team member  BoT: Finance Comm Member 

Dean of Students  Learning Support Faculty  Dean of Experiential Learning  BoT: Program Comm Member 

Dean of Academics  Dean of Experiential Learning  College Counselor  BoT: Program Comm Member 

Dean of Experiential Learning  Dean of Academics  Dean of Students  College Counselor 

Director of Admissions  Assistant Dir. of Admissions  Comm & Adv Associate  Advancement Assistant 

Director of Advancement  Comm & Adv Associate  Advancement Assistant  BoT: Development Comm. Chair 

College Counselor  Dean of Academics  Humanities Faculty member  Art Dept. Faculty member 

IT Director  ?   Math/Science Faculty member  Head of School 

Bookkeeper  Business Manager  ?  Head of School 

Health Director  Learning Support Faculty  Any WFR Cert. Employee  Any WFA Cert. Fac or Staff 

Kitchen Manager  Assistant Kitchen Manager  Any Cook  Any Employee 

Subject Area Teacher  Other Subject Area Teacher  Any Teaching Faculty  Any Employee 

 

Academic Continuity Planning 

For each academic class (by teacher) a pre-planned independent study unit(s) that students could complete with only 
nominal subject area expert support (anyone) to allow for coverage for absent students or faculty. 
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